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ABSTRACT
In distributed multiplayer games, it can be difficult to com-
municate strategic information for planning game moves and
player interactions. Often, players spend extra time com-
municating, reducing their engagement in the game. Visual
annotations in game maps and in the gameworld can address
this problem and result in more efficient player communica-
tion. We studied the impact of real-time feedback on planning
annotations, specifically two different annotation types, in a
custom-built, third-person, multiplayer game and analyzed
their effects on player performance, experience, workload,
and annotation use. We found that annotations helped engage
players in collaborative planning, which reduced frustration,
and shortened goal completion times. Based on these findings,
we discuss how annotating in virtual game spaces enables
collaborative planning and improves team performance.
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INTRODUCTION
Communication is paramount for cooperation in online games,
but can be difficult to achieve unless a game’s interface in-
tegrates communication tools. While communication can
emerge ad hoc, it often takes extra time and impedes player
engagement with games. However, user interface tools can
help players plan and collaborate more effectively in a game.
To support team communication and planning in distributed
games, players currently use some combination of communi-
cation channels: voice, text, and cooperative communication
mechanics (CCMs)—mechanics that enable players’ collab-
oration directly through gameplay [49]. CCMs help players
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share information, create plans, and coordinate moves. They
range from avatar gestures and map pings to freehand anno-
tations [34, 49, 59]. Annotations are freely drawn lines and
shapes on top of the gameworld [39, 59] that allow players not
only to plan new strategies efficiently, but also to review how
effective their current collaboration strategies are (e.g., annota-
tions are used by commentators and streamers [24] to explain
plans and strategy to viewers in Dota 2 matches [54, 59]).
Overall, collaborative planning is a crucial part of distributed
multiplayer games and facilitates the coordination of players.

Collaboration among team members requires that they have
a shared understanding of objectives and plans and that
they communicate effectively [22]. In co-located environ-
ments, collaboration and sensemaking can be established eas-
ily [11, 27, 56]; however, this is challenging in distributed
virtual environments (e.g., games) [23]. For example, ex-
isting collaborative digital games provide teams with only
limited interfaces and mechanics that facilitate collaborative
planning [48]. While prior literature has recognized the impor-
tance of CCMs to support teamwork in games [34, 49, 52, 59],
no research has yet examined how annotation tools can facili-
tate collaborative planning in distributed multiplayer games,
how annotations impact player performance, and how player
experience and workload change when these tools are avail-
able. Based on these emerging research questions and our
study of related work, the hypotheses driving our study are:

H1a: using annotations shortens game goal completion times
compared to not using annotations;

H1b: annotations shorten goal completion times more when
visible in the map and gameworld (map-plus-gameworld) than
when visible in the map alone; and

H2: player dyads annotate more when annotations are visible
in the map-plus-gameworld than when they are solely visible
on the map.

To evaluate CCMs for annotation and test our hypotheses, we
developed the Team Coordination & Planning Game (TeCP),
a third-person-perspective cooperative puzzle game for two
players [4]. Players can plan actions in advance through the
use of annotation interfaces, move and carry objects, and
maneuver their character through a number of obstacles to
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escape. Players communicate with each other using text chat;
depending on the study condition, they may also have access
to annotations on the map-only or annotations on the map-
plus-gameworld. The design of the game was informed by our
prior research on disaster response planning [48].

Twelve dyads (i.e., pairs of people) each played the game in
the following conditions: (1) no annotations, (2) map-only
annotations, and (3) map-plus-gameworld annotations. We
recorded and analyzed how annotation interfaces impact player
performance, workload, and experience playing the game. Our
findings indicate that annotation interfaces reduced frustration,
quickened communication, and helped players engage in col-
laborative planning, which improved their actual and perceived
performance in the game.

We also found that players annotated significantly more in
the map-plus-gameworld condition as compared to when they
could only annotate the map. Nearly all players (91.7%) re-
ported finding annotations useful, yet, at the same time, we
observe that such annotations are almost non-existent in cur-
rent games. Based on our observations of the gameplay, we
present five distinct use cases for annotations in collaborative
games: (1) real-time way-guiding, (2) marking locations and
objects, (3) handwriting messages, (4) expressing emotions,
and (5) spamming.

The research presented in this paper makes two contributions:
First, we contribute five use cases for in-game annotations
discussed above. Second, we present their implications for
the design of collaborative games. We discuss how annotation
interfaces can support collaborative planning, how they can
reduce the workload of players, why their use increases when
they are visible in both the gameworld and map, and finally
we show how prior game experience affect annotation use.

These annotation interfaces can be useful beyond games for
virtual training, such as disaster response and combat. Our
long-term research plan is to investigate how using these types
of interfaces in training simulations could help responders en-
gage in collaborative planning activities. Besides the physical-
world implications of planning mechanics, they could aid in
the training of e-sports athletes and can facilitate team-based
training for digital games.

RELATED WORK
In this section, we synthesize prior research on team coordina-
tion, collaborative planning and sensemaking, game mechan-
ics, and cooperative communication mechanics.

Team Coordination
A team is defined as a group of two or more people, who are
assigned different roles and collaborate to achieve a shared
goal [42]. In teamwork, performance can be maximized when
teams organize their activities, synchronize their effort, and
maintain shared situation awareness [2, 23]. Situation aware-
ness refers to the ability of an individual to understand the state
of the environment and predict future states [13, 14]. Aware-
ness is critical in distributed teams where team members must
inform one another, both explicitly and implicitly, of personal
status [23, 50]. Shared mental models and situation awareness
support teams in working together efficiently [18, 43].

A mental model is a way in which individuals maintain and
manipulate a representation of the functioning of an object
or process in their heads [31]. A model is a form of internal
simulation based on experience, enabling high-level problem
solving and prediction. When mental models are congruent
among teammates, enabling them to simulate the world in sim-
ilar ways, they are shared. Shared mental models help teams
work together more efficiently, enabling implicit and non-
verbal communication through the use of artifacts, reference
signs, and deep understanding of team activities [5, 36, 50].
Annotation interfaces are one method for sharing a mental
model quickly.

Collaborative Planning and Sensemaking
In cognitive science, plans are defined as a series of anticipated
actions designed to achieve a preconceived objective [46].
Planning activities are undertaken by individuals to make
decisions and synchronize effort. During any planning process,
information is gathered and analyzed from different sources
to establish a strategy that will lead to accomplishing a goal.
Collaborative planning is undertaken by teams to develop a
set of actions that can lead to solving a problem or achieving
a shared goal. Shared mental models and sensemaking are
important for the success of collaborative planning.

Sensemaking is an individual or social process performed to
understand a situation and make decisions [58]. Such work
involves identifying, searching, filtering, sharing, and synthe-
sizing information from diverse sources to develop shared
mental models and situation awareness, leading to successful
collaborative planning [2, 58].

Current games that use planning as a gameplay activity, em-
ploy time-critical gameplay challenges (e.g., Due Process [21],
Dota 2 [54]), meaning players have limited time to communi-
cate and create strategies because of time pressure imposed by
the game. Based on our prior research on disaster-response-
planning [48], we see an opportunity to develop game mechan-
ics and interfaces that engage players in collaborative planning
activities in games.

Game Design
Salen and Zimmerman [44] characterize games as intercon-
nected systems of rules and play. Rules are the boundaries that
constrain player action, the logical and mathematical struc-
tures of the game. Play is the freedom to make decisions
within the rules. Game mechanics are the choices, constructed
by the game designer, that a player makes, resulting in an
observable outcome [1, 44]. Mechanics that are repeatedly in-
voked, and that affect the underlying subsystems of the game
in important ways, are the core mechanics.

Jørgensen [32] defines “gameworld” as “an information space
and an ecological environment designed with certain gameplay
activities in mind” [32, p23–24]. They are thus virtual spaces,
inhabited by avatars, that serve as human-computer interfaces
to a game system. The gameworld enforces the rules of the
game, providing virtual and formal boundaries to the game. In
the present research, we differentiate the gameworld interface
from the map interface.
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Game design patterns support the creation of games with a vo-
cabulary that allows us to analyze them [7]. Patterns describe
replicable combinations of rules and game mechanics that
serve a specific purpose in a design. We leveraged previously
developed patterns to inform the design of TeCP.

Cooperative Communication Mechanics
Communication channels, verbal and non-verbal, are impor-
tant aspects of distributed multiplayer games, enabling players
to coordinate action [9, 47, 57]. Cooperative communication
mechanics (CCMs) are game mechanics that support com-
munication and enable shared references in gameworlds [49].
Toups et al. [49] identified and classified the types of CCMs
that enable cooperative play and planning in games.

Annotations, visual or textual, are user interface elements that
can be overlaid on top of images [41], videos [17], or game-
worlds [59]. These annotations can be used to convey different
information. In games, free-hand annotations are freely drawn
visual lines and shapes on top of the gameworld [39, 59] that
allow players to plan strategies and mark locations. These
annotation and drawing systems serve as CCMs [15, 49].

Pings, visual or auditory signals that can be placed in the game-
world or minimap to focus a player’s attention, are a common
way to point out parts of the gameworld [34, 49, 59]. Vaddi
et al. [52] studied how avatar gestures and pings in the game
Portal 2 impact player performance. The authors found that
CCMs were critical to coordinating actions in the game. When
CCMs were combined with verbal communication, players’
performances improved significantly.

Although a number of games include CCMs, their usage dur-
ing gameplay can be affected by how they were designed as
well as how they are provided to players in games. Wuertz
et al. [59] investigated the reasons behind usage of pings and
annotations in the popular multiplayer online battle arena
(MOBA) game Dota 2. The authors show that players use
the tools for a number of reasons such as planning, issuing
warnings, pointing out resources, alerting other players to
enemy contact, requesting help, and venting frustration. Com-
paring pings and annotations, the authors conclude that pings
are used more than annotations in Dota 2. They argue that
the low usage of annotations is due to the time and effort they
take to create and that the annotations only appear on the min-
imap, which makes them less visible. The authors suggest
that the ability to create and view annotations directly in the
gameworld might increase their usage.

Meanwhile, Leavitt et al. [34] investigated how non-verbal
cues have the potential to improve players’ performances in
the (MOBA) game League of Legends [40]. The study found
that the number of pings and players’ performance differed
significantly based on players’ roles and activity in both team
and individual tasks. The authors argue that providing players
with a variety of tools for quick, concise communication is
important in time-critical games. Although the study provides
insights into non-verbal communication in games, the authors
focused solely on pings and did not research annotations.

The related work raises questions about how players’ planning
activities take place in distributed multiplayer games and how

Variable Description
Annotation tools (IV) Annotations that are visible in the map-

plus-gameworld; annotations that are
visible in the map-only; no annotations

Level completion time (DV) Time spent on meeting all goals in sec-
onds

Annotations usage (DV) Number of times the dyads used annota-
tions

Game experience (DV) GEQ is used to assess various aspects of
game experience

Workload (DV) NASA TLX is used to assess workload
in each condition

Table 1. Description of the variables in this within-subject study.

they impact performance, (cognitive) workload, experience,
and usage.

METHODOLOGY
In this section, we discuss the methods used to evaluate our
hypotheses. We provide a detailed description of the process
of recruiting participants, our hypotheses and experimental
design, measures used, the game design, and study protocol.

Participants
To recruit participants, emails and fliers were distributed to
invite participants from the University of Waterloo, Canada
and local community members to participate in the formal
experiment. A CAD 10 gift card compensation from Tim
Hortons (local coffee store) was given to each participant.

Data collection occurred over a three-week period in the sum-
mer of 2017. 12 dyads (N = 24, 6 female, 18 male) were
recruited for the study; seven dyads were all male, one all fe-
male, and 4 mixed. The average age of the participants was 24
years (SD = 4.5, N = 24). Regarding education background:
over 66% of participants were presently pursuing or completed
a Bachelors or Masters degree.

Hypotheses and Experimental Design
The experiment was conducted with one condition: annotation
tools. Game levels were specially designed collaborative tasks
that players needed to complete to finish each level. Annota-
tion interfaces were counterbalanced among participants, but
game levels were always run in the same order.

Statistical Design
For the current study, we used a within-subjects design with a
single independent variable (IV): annotation condition, with
three levels representing the type of annotation interfaces avail-
able to players: annotations that are visible on the map-plus-
gameworld; annotations that are visible on the map-only; and
no annotations (Table 1). The dependent variables (DVs) were
time taken to complete the assigned goals (with a maximum
of 15 minutes), annotation use counts, and scores on the game
experience and workload measures (see Study Protocol). Our
primary hypothesis was:

H1a: Using annotations, regardless of annotation type,
results in quicker level/goal completion times than
when not using annotations.
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We expected that the dyads would perform best when annota-
tions are visible in the map and gameworld, less well when
annotations are visible only on the map, and worst with no
annotations. Thus, our secondary hypotheses was:

H1b: Using annotations that are visible in the game-
world and in the map leads to quicker level/goal com-
pletion times than when annotating the map solely.

Additionally, we expected that the usage of the different an-
notation tools would vary based on the visibility of these
annotations in the game. Thus, we hypothesized that:

H2: Players use more annotations in the map-plus-
gameworld condition than in the map-only condition.

We expected that annotations in collaborative games, of var-
ious types, would impact player experience and workload
as compared to gameplay where annotation tools are absent.
Since these investigations are exploratory, we did not put forth
directional hypotheses for the corresponding dependent mea-
sures.

Counterbalancing
To rule out order and level-specific effects, a complete counter-
balance of the factors was achieved. With three conditions in
this within-subject experiment, the total number of sequences
required to achieve a complete counterbalance was six. We
had a total of two dyads in each sequence. In each study ses-
sion, the dyads played three levels during which data were
collected, during this time they experienced all three variant
conditions as described above.

Measures
In this study, we used annotation tools (map-plus-gameworld,
map-only, none) as the levels for the IV. To evaluate perfor-
mance, time spent in each level was collected from the game-
play video recording, which was used to analyze how much
time each pair spent to finish the tasks and number of times
they used the annotations.

To assess workload, NASA-TLX [26] was chosen as it is the
most commonly used and the most widely validated of the var-
ious tools available for measuring workload [25]. NASA-TLX
consists of six items measuring different aspects of workload
on a 100-point scale. In this study, the weighting of NASA-
TLX was omitted to reduce the time it took to complete the
questionnaire [38]. Moroney et al. argue that the use of un-
weighted NASA-TLX scores is valid and adequate when the
time is limited [38].

The Game Experience Questionnaire [29] was employed in
this study to evaluate whether the noted annotation styles
would differentially impact player experience, as compared to
no annotations at all. IJsselsteijn et al. [29] argue that the game
experience dimensions: immersion, tension, competence, flow,
negative affect, positive affect, and challenge are important
elements to assess gameplay experience. After each level,

we administered the in-game GEQ and follow-up questions
regarding game difficulty and interface usefulness.

The in-game GEQ consisted of seven dimensions with two
items per dimension. These dimensions were: positive affect,
negative affect, tension, flow, challenge, and competence. In
this study, ‘immersion’ was not included, because it was less
important to the current research and also to reduce the time it
took to complete the questionnaire. The ‘positive’ dimension
assessed the perceived degree of contentment. The ‘negative’
dimension assessed the perceived degree of tiredness and bore-
dom. The ‘tension’ dimension assessed the perceived degree
of irritability and frustration. The ‘flow’ dimension assessed
the perceived degree of absorption in the game. The ‘chal-
lenge’ dimension assessed the perceived effort put into the
game. The ‘competence’ dimension assessed the perceived
degree of skill and success felt in the game.

All GEQ items and follow-up questions were measured using
five-point intensity scales with points anchored at ‘not at all’
(0), ‘slightly’ (1), ‘moderately’ (2), ‘fairly’ (3), and ‘extremely’
(4). For our analyses of GEQ, we used the mean value of the
two items per dimension.

Design of TeCP
To identify the effectiveness of annotation interfaces in dis-
tributed multiplayer games, we designed TeCP, a two-person
cooperative game in which players’ avatars are physically sep-
arated in the gameworld. The players must work together
by communicating and annotating the map and by moving
through and manipulating the gameworld. The game is de-
signed to evaluate different types of annotation interfaces and
their effect on players’ performance and planning activities.

The design of the game was informed by our prior research
on disaster response planning, in which we developed game
design patterns to engage players in disaster-response-style
planning activities [48]. In building on that work, we make
use of the following patterns:

• COLLABORATIVE PLANNING1: players should interact
with space on a map to specify future activities that will be
undertaken by players.

• EMERGENT OBJECTIVES: objectives in the game may be
discovered, developed, or lost as particular game scenar-
ios play out. Not all objectives in the game need to be
accomplished.

• DEVELOPING INTELLIGENCE: players should make in-
formed decisions about how to collect information in a
gameworld, and need to make judgments of its value.

The game is also informed by design aspects of Due Process
[21], Portal 2 [53], and Monument Valley [51].

Game Mechanics
Play in TeCP involves two players moving their avatars
through the gameworld, while communicating, to complete
puzzles. Specifically, the game develops the following me-
chanics for movement in the gameworld:

• moving the avatar in all directions, subject to gravity;
1SMALL CAPITALS are used for pattern titles in pattern languages [3].
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Figure 1. A: The top-down map allows players to see part of the play space to develop strategies and plans. B: Players use the mouse cursor to draw
on the map to establish plans and strategies. Drawings are colored differently to identify and follow. C: The drawing is made visible directly on the
gameworld, enabling its use during action gameplay, which gives the players the ability to follow their plan, and to develop it in real time.

• carrying, placing, and stacking cubes handled by the avatar
to complete the different tasks;

• pressing buttons in the gameworld to open doors or activate
elevators by positioning the avatar over the button objects;

• jumping on platforms that raise the character to higher plat-
forms to collect out-of-reach objects;

• teleporting through portals to move around the gameworld;
and

• switching viewpoints with the use of specific keys that tog-
gle different game views.

In addition, the game develops a set of mechanics to support
communication and planning:

• text messages can be sent to the other player in the game
through the in-game text chat; and

• drawing annotations, by clicking and dragging the mouse
cursor over the map interface to create freehand annotations
(when not disabled in an experimental condition).

Planning Interfaces and Annotations
To engage players in COLLABORATIVE PLANNING [48], the
game allows players to interact with space on a map to specify
the future activities that will be undertaken. The top-down
map (Figure 1, A), allows players to see part of the play space
so as to plan and to develop strategies. The drawing system
serves as a CCM, allowing players to collaboratively prioritize
actions and assign the objectives (e.g., which path each player
will take). To investigate how annotations can facilitate collab-
orative planning in games, we designed two alternative designs
for the annotation tool: map-plus-gameworld annotation and
map-only annotation. In our experiment, we compare these
two designs with a control that does not allow annotations:

• Map-plus-gameworld annotation: Players can create free-
hand annotations on the map, which are shared between
teammates. These annotations persist for 60 seconds and
can be viewed in both the map and the gameworld, enabling
their use during action gameplay (Figure 1, C).

• Map-only annotation: As map-plus-gameworld, but annota-
tions do not appear in the gameworld (Figure 1, B). Players
must access the map when they want to view plans.

Level Design
We designed three different game levels. Players need to
complete a set of three different tasks (similar to missions or
quests in video games) in each level. The level complexity is

defined by the collaborative tasks, which require players to
perform a sequence of steps.

Time Pressure
Although a number of games that provide players with pings
and annotations are highly intensive and time-critical games,
TeCP is not. We designed the game with only moderate time
pressure, to encourage players to spend time collaborating and
planning. The moderate time pressure gives players enough
time to develop a strategy, collaboratively plan actions in
advance, and then execute their plan. Each level lasts for 15
minutes, during which the players need to complete the three
different collaborative tasks. In this game, we expect an expert
player would finish the levels in 5 to 10 minutes.

Communication Channels
TeCP provides players with only one language-based commu-
nication channel: text chat. Text chat allows players to send
text messages to the other player in the game. Players can
use the text chat as a way to communicate their plans, ideas,
or comments to the other player. Verbal communication is
not available in the game. We excluded verbal communica-
tion so as to control how much dyads can communicate in
the game. Focusing only on non-verbal communication en-
abled us to assess how annotations impact or complement this
type of communication. Prior studies showed that text chat in
time-critical games (e.g., Dota 2 [54]) can be distracting and
negatively affects player performance [34], however, TeCP
was designed with moderate time pressure, so that using text
chat would not hamper performance [57]. Although chat is
the only direct communication channel available, being able
to draw and annotate on the map gives the players another way
to exchange information.

Gameplay Scenario
At the beginning of the game, players have a set of objec-
tives that need to be completed. For example, finding and
placing three different colored cubes, which are distributed in
the gameworld, in their associate place to complete the level.
Players start by collaboratively establishing a plan using the
top-down view of the gameworld, which details some of the
objects in the game. Using the annotation interfaces, which
are inspired by Due Process [21], players may collaboratively
draw on the map to mark locations of cubes, draw pathways,
and divide tasks to complete objectives. All levels require the
players to work together to reach a common goal. Cooperative
goals in the game include: pressing buttons to open doors for a
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teammate and activating an elevator to reach higher platforms.
Dependences in the game force collaboration. Specific objects
in the game are assigned to one of the players (e.g., cubes);
to manipulate these game objects, players need to coordinate
activities and divide tasks as required. Once they complete
each task, the game displays a message to inform them of the
completion of the task. Players have the freedom to plan and
make their own decisions on which task or objective needs to
be completed first. This allows players to rely on their own
judgment and plan without any restrictions from the game
rules.

Apparatus
Participants played the TeCP game in a laboratory with two
desks facing back to back. Both desks were equipped with
identical computers: an Intel Xeon CPU E31241 v3 3.50GHz
processor with 16GB RAM; an NVIDIA Quadro K2200
Graphics card; a 1080p LED 27-inch, wide screen monitor;
a keyboard and mouse; and an Afterglow Universal wireless
headset. Because both players were co-located in the same
room, and to prevent them from communicating via voice, the
headset played background music and the auditory feedback
from the game, which prevented them from hearing each other.

Data Collection
During the user study, gameplay video was recorded using
Active Presenter. In addition to the video recordings, we col-
lected self-reported demographics, prior gaming experience,
NASA TLX, and GEQ data.

Study Protocol
After being shown into the lab, participants provided informed
consent. The participants were then asked to complete a de-
mographics and prior gaming experience questionnaire. The
demographics questionnaire covered age, gender, education,
and also included general questions about the subject’s famil-
iarity with collaborative games, general gaming expertise, and
length of relationship with the partner. After playing each
level, the NASA TLX [26] and GEQ [29] were administered,
along with questions to assess the usefulness of the annotation
tools.

Before playing, we ensured that participants were familiar
with the game, as well as with its cooperative-play mechanics.
Each pair was given a ten-minute tutorial which involved most
of the game mechanics used in the game. The tutorial included
a written step-by-step walk through, which directed the players
on how to complete the tasks in the game.

RESULTS
Repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were used
to assess the impact of annotation style on level completion
time, NASA TLX scores, and GEQ scores.

Exploratory Correlation Analyses
Exploratory correlation analyses were conducted to determine
whether level completion time correlated with our secondary
dependent measures, dyad means scores across the sub group-
ings of the TLX and GEQ (due to multiple analyses, α level
was set to 0.005 to control for α inflation). Level comple-
tion time significantly correlated with mean temporal demand
[r(35) = .46, p < .01] and perceived performance success

Figure 2. Average time in seconds that dyads took to complete each level;
error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

[r(35) = .63, p < .001; performance is reverse coded with
smaller numbers indicating greater perceived success]. Other
tested relationships were not statistically significant.

Level Completion Time Findings
Level completion time, an objective metric, was evaluated at
the team level because this parameter did not vary between
teammates (levels were completed concurrently). Players gen-
erally managed to complete the levels within the allocated
time; in 4 (of 36) instances dyads exhausted their time prior to
completing all of the goals. This slightly reduced the variance
in our data.

Repeated-measures ANOVAs was conducted with annotation
condition (map-plus-gameworld, map-only, none) as the IV
and level completion time as the DV. The analysis revealed that
annotation condition had a significant impact on time spent in
each level [F(2,11) = 3.95, p< .05, η2

p = .26]. Pairwise com-
parisons revealed that participants completed levels marginally
more quickly when they annotated the map-only (p < .06) and
the map-plus-gameworld (p < .07) versus without annotations
(Figure 2). Level completion times did not differ between
the two annotation conditions. Thus, hypothesis H1a was
supported and H1b was not.

Workload Findings
Workload, a subjective metric, was evaluated at the individual
level because this parameter did vary between teammates.
While it is possible to compute team versions of those metrics
(e.g., by averaging the scores), there is no theoretical reason
to do so and this transformation would result in a loss of
meaningful variance.

Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted using the an-
notation condition (map-plus-gameworld, map-only, none) as
the within-subject factor for scores along each of the TLX
sub groupings: effort, frustration, performance, mental de-
mand, physical demand, and temporal demand. Annotation
type significantly impacted self-reported effort [F(2,22) =
3.63, p < .05, η2

p = .25] and perceived performance success
[F(1,22) = 3.78, p < .05, η2

p = .26] scores, and marginally
impacted frustration scores [F(2,22) = 3.22, p < .06, η2

p =
.23]. Pairwise comparisons showed that participants perceived
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Level M SD
map-plus-gameworld annotations 33.75 19.65
map-only annotations 18.75 11.76
none N/A N/A

Table 2. The mean number of annotations used per dyad during each
condition when the annotations were available.

their performance to be more successful on the map-plus-
gameworld condition (M = 33.75) than when using no anno-
tations (M = 48.96; performance is reverse-coded). Pairwise
comparisons also showed that when participants annotated in
the map-plus-gameworld, their frustration scores (M = 44.6)
were marginally lower (p < .1) than when not annotating
(M = 63.12). No other pairwise comparisons were significant.

The impact of annotation type on mental demand [F(2,22) =
1.48, p = .25], physical demand [F(2,22) = 1.56, p = .23],
and temporal demand [F(2,22) = 2.16, p = .14] was not sig-
nificant.

Annotation Use Findings
To test H2, we investigated the number of times the players
used the annotation tool in the game. We analyzed the re-
sulting videos to count the number of times the dyads used
the annotation tool. The average number of annotations used
is described in Table 2. A paired-samples t-test showed that
participants annotated more in the map-plus-gameworld level
(M = 33.75) than in the map-only (M = 18.75) [t(11) = 2.46,
p < .05]. Thus, hypothesis H2 was supported.

GEQ Findings
We used the game experience questionnaire to assess the di-
mensions of game experience. Repeated-measures ANOVAs
were conducted using the annotation condition (map-plus-
gameworld, map-only, none) as the within-subject factor
for scores along each of the GEQ sub groupings. Annota-
tion condition did not significantly impact any of the GEQ
subgrouping scores: challenge [F(2,22) = .065, p = .93],
competence [F(2,22) = .18, p = .83], flow [F(2,22) = .34,
p = .71], positive affect [F(2,22) = 1.72, p = .21], negative
affect [F(2,22) = 2.14, p = .14], or tension [F(2,22) = .78,
p = .46].

Game Difficulty and Interface Usefulness Findings
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted using the an-
notation condition (map-plus-gameworld, map-only, none) as
the within-subject factor for difficulty and interface usefulness
scores. While participants thought the game was somewhat
easier when they annotated and that the annotation interfaces
were somewhat more useful than the basic interface with no
annotation, there were no statistically significant differences
observed: difficulty [F(2,22) = .49, p = .61] and usefulness
[F(2,22) = 2.12, p = .14].

Additionally, we asked each participant at the end of the exper-
iment if the annotations were useful during the game: 91.7%
of responses indicated that annotations were useful and helped
them during the game.

Annotation Use Cases
In the following section, we present a classification of the
different use cases of the annotation tools. This is a quali-
tative analysis that looks at the different ways players used
the annotations during the game. We found five distinct uses
for the annotations: real-time way-guiding, marking locations
and objects, handwriting messages, expressing emotions, and
spamming. There follows a description of each use case along
with supporting responses collected from participants:

Real-time way-guiding: Players used the annotation tools to
guide their fellow teammate to specific locations in the game in
real time (see Figure 3, A). It was observed that real-time way-
guiding was an easy way for players to communicate spatial
information in the game. Players follow the annotations to
reach specific waypoints:

Yes [annotations were useful], specifically for the map,
and way-finding aerial view. [P19]

There were cases where a more experienced player guided
their teammate through the entire gameworld. Players used
the annotation tools collaboratively through the top-down map
to ascertain whether the other player was following the plan
the team had agreed upon.

Marking locations and objects: Some objects in the game
are assigned to one of the players only. To manipulate these
game objects, players needed to coordinate and divide tasks
according to these dependencies (Figure 3, B). Players used
the top-down map to mark these objects or places and thus
communicate their location to the other player:

They [the annotations] helped communicate locations
and directions. [P23]

These marked locations or objects were found to be easily
located by both players when annotations were used.

Handwriting messages: Players used annotations to hand-
write messages on the map. In a number of cases, players
wrote expressions like “here”, or “is this it?” using the an-
notations to communicate with each other (e.g., Figure 3, C).
Although the players had access to text chat, writing on the
map helped them share information and mark locations.

Expressing emotions: Players used the annotations not only
to plan and communicate future actions and information, but
also as a way to express emotions. We observed a number of
cases where players used the annotation tool to draw happy or
sad emoticons to express their feelings (e.g., Figure 3, D).

Spamming: In MOBA games, ping spamming is a common
issue (e.g., League of Legends [40], Dota 2 [54]), in which
players send multiple pings in a short interval [34], however,
we did not expect this would be the case with annotations.
(there follows a snippet from the game text chat, in which one
teammate is impacted negatively by the annotations):

I draw something. [P22] <—> Stop drawing. [P21]

We observed a number of cases where one teammate used
annotations excessively to irritate their teammate or to attract
their attention, annotation spamming (Figure 3, E).
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Figure 3. Examples of the use cases of the annotations. A: Real-time way-guiding in the gameworld and map. B: Using annotations to mark locations
and objects on the map. C: Player’s handwriting message on the map. D: Using annotation to express emotions. E: Using annotations for spamming.

Player Experience Findings
We examined the participants’ responses to the annotation
interfaces they used during the game. In the following discus-
sion, we present reflections and quotes from the questionnaires
on how the participants perceived the usefulness of these inter-
faces, as well as how they affected their play experience and
communication skills.

Improve Communication
Players used the annotations to complement their communica-
tion efforts and help establish a new communication channel:

Yes it [the annotation tool] was really helpful to talk to
each other. [P1]

Players stated that the absence of annotations had a significant
impact on their ability to communicate with each other:

It [the annotations] was useful and when it was not there
anymore I felt like we lost a communication skill. [P4]

For example, when there was a language barrier between
team members, annotations helped them to communicate and
overcome this communication overhead2:

It [the annotation tool] was extremely useful especially
because my partner had problems to communicate in
English. [P9]

Ease of communication between the players was observed
when using annotations in the game:

Yes it [the annotation tool] was very helpful to show the
other person what you want him to do. Also to show
directions or buttons/elevators. I missed it in the last
level and it was way harder to describe. [P5]

However, when annotations were absent from the game, play-
ers’ perception of difficulty or challenge changed:

I was very confused when there was no drawing [annota-
tion]. [P12]

Using annotations supported players in improving teamwork,
because they could communicate through gameplay:

Oftentimes pictures spoke louder than words and we
pointed out what we meant by drawing [annotating]. Be-
cause when we were describing with words we described
it relative to us. [P17]

2Communication overhead is the cost in time, bandwidth, cognition,
etc. of communicating [35].

Waypoint Support
Annotations helped players to create waypoints to display
on the map, which enabled them to collaboratively plan a
sequence of points that they could follow:

Yes it [the annotation tool] did help. Allowed us to map
out where each box was and draw a path for the other
player to help guide them where things/boxes are. [P8]

These waypoints could be used to guide players to different
locations in the game, and were more beneficial in complex
game levels:

[The annotation] helped indicate what elevator was mov-
ing or where you wanted to go to the other player. It
would be even more useful in more complex or convo-
luted levels. [P14]

Gameworld Annotations:
The study results show that the usage of annotations increased
when they were visible in the gameworld. Players said that
annotations visible in the gameworld were useful for planning:

The drawing that persisted [visible in the gameworld]
was very helpful in identifying destinations and charting
a course which I could follow. When the drawing did not
persist [visible only on the map], it was mainly helpful in
communicating objectives between players. [P16]

When these annotations were visible in the gameworld, they
were perceived by players as being most helpful:

It [annotation] was helpful especially because you could
see it in-game not only on the minimap. [P6]

Level of Expertise:
Expert players preferred not to use annotations during the
game, these players had already developed communication
modalities and mostly relied on traditional ways to communi-
cate:

Due to being used to using traditional chat, the drawing
[annotations] didn’t play as much of a role as I thought it
would. Simply typing through the chat felt sufficient and
I eventually forgot about drawing. [P13]

This response was collected from a participant that indicated
in the gaming experience survey that he plays games every
day, for more than 3 hours.
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DISCUSSION AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
In this section, we draw out the key themes in our research,
connecting together findings from our experiments, connect-
ing the use cases into our discussion. According to our results,
most dyads used these annotations to help them establish a
shared plan and enhance their ability to work as a team, which
reduced frustration, sped up communication, and enhanced
perceived and actual performance. The main goal of this study
was to investigate how different annotation tools facilitate
collaborative planning in games; we found that they support
collaborative planning through enhancing communication and
removing impediments to coordination, and that there is value
in annotating the gameworld rather than just the map interface.
We also noted how annotation use differs by expertise, and
point to ways in which this might balance play. Furthermore,
we developed five use cases (real-time way-guiding, marking
locations and objects, handwriting messages, expressing emo-
tions, and spamming), which can be grouped into two larger
categories:

1. supporting collaborative planning; and
2. minimizing hindrances and offloading work.

Supporting Collaborative Planning
The results suggest that annotations are a great tool to establish
a shared understanding of game objectives, plan and divide
tasks among players, and improve team coordination. While
annotations have been used in games, they are not designed to
help players collaboratively plan in advance, but, rather react
and call attention to emergent play states through marking
locations and objects. Our study revealed that, to help players
engage in collaborative planning, games need to supply them
with tools and interfaces that help build a shared understanding
of the task at hand, enabling the use cases of real-time way-
guiding and handwriting messages. Annotations in games help
players develop a shared mental model of the gameworld and
provide them with a set of tools that enable coordination and
teamwork, in service to both planning and reaction. Through
the use cases of handwriting messages, expressing emotions,
and (even) spamming, we see that players used the annotations
not only to plan actions in advance, but as a communication
tool and, thus, a skill that can be fostered. While alternative
affordances in map annotation interfaces may develop new
use cases (e.g., providing the ability to write text would likely
obviate handwriting messages), we see that annotations are
valuable to players: such interfaces can help them improve
communication skills that lead to better teamwork and reduce
communication barriers.

Though annotations proved to be a great tool to establish
collaborative planning and reduce communication overhead,
players do not often use it in time-critical games, so our use
cases do not appear. We believe the reason for this is that
players do not have enough time in time-critical games (e.g.,
Dota 2) to create freehand annotations, which require more
time compared to pings. Thus players rely mostly on low-cost
pings when there are time constraints. [34, 59].

Mutual understanding of the objectives between the players
are essential to their success in distributed multiplayer games.
We believe that annotations help players to establish a common

ground [12], which enables them to easily collaborate with
each other and reduces the need to communicate. Because
verbal communication is not always available, people rely on
other means of communication. Having the ability to collab-
oratively establish plans through annotating the gameworld
helps improve situation awareness and helps players gain a
shared understanding of the game objectives [28].

Minimizing Hindrances and Offloading Work
One potential benefit of providing annotations in games is to
reduce cognitive effort and workload caused by remembering
plans and communication overhead. Although we did not ob-
serve significant differences in workload in our study due to
the use of annotation, trends were in the right direction and we
found that annotations significantly lessened frustration. The
use of real-time way-guiding by participants is one means of
offloading (cognitive) work, which is not possible without a
gameworld visualization. This benefit of visual information
has been researched in several studies [16, 17, 20, 33] show-
ing that pairs perform better when they are using video tools
that provide views of the workspace than when they are using
audio or text-based communication alone. Based on our ob-
servations, players’ perception of the level of difficulty in the
game changes according to the availability of the annotation
tools. Our findings point to real-time visible annotations being
a preferred mode of planning game moves. Without annota-
tions, players need to keep track of their plans and next moves
in the game. Players need to synchronize their activities and
maintain a shared situation awareness of the game.

To aid players, annotations can help to plan and divide tasks
collaboratively and keep track of the developed plan. Anno-
tations can be created on the minimap, and by clicking and
dragging the mouse in this area, more information can be
expressed about the players’ strategic plan than otherwise.
However, having the annotation tool visible in the gameworld
provides players with a variety of options for awareness, easy
targeting, and concise communication and guiding; these are
important when players need to perform and follow a strategy
to undertake tasks in a game.

Value of Annotating the Gameworld
Not surprisingly, our results show that when annotations are
visible in both the gameworld and map interface, their usage
significantly increases. These results are in line with prior
research that suggested to increase annotations use in games,
“annotations might be used more often if they were more salient
and more easily created. For example, annotations could be
created and viewed directly on the gamespace rather than the
minimap.” [59, p. 1981]. Providing players with annotation
tools and options has the potential to improve how players
collaboratively plan in games and virtual workspaces. Making
these tools customizable by players, in which they can en-
able/disable them or choose different ways they are presented
in the gameworld have the potential to increase their usage
and reduce the issues caused by annotation spamming.

While trends were similar in the map-only condition, signif-
icant improvements in perceived performance and reduced
frustation were only observed in the map-plus-gameworld
annotation condition. When annotations are visible in the
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gameworld, they are no longer only used to collaboratively
plan and communicate locations, they transform the formu-
lated plan from a "paper" model to sequence of situated ac-
tions and provide an understanding of how physical actions
and language are integrated to perform joint tasks and ground
communication [19].

Novices and Experts
Expert players have a tendency to not use annotations during
the game. We found that expert players had already built strong
communication and planning skills from spending hours of
playing games. These players are familiar with using voice,
text, and CCMs, which are far more common than annotations.
We expect that this difference comes down to prior experience
with the present state of recent games, but more research is
needed. Visual annotations could be used to complement this
well-established expertise communication between players,
yet it is presently not a part of their repertoire. Currently,
annotations are not designed in games to help both expert and
novice players. Expert players tend not to use these tools,
because of their prior game experience.

Our results align with prior research on the use of annotations
in helping remote collaborators to work together. Fussell et
al. [17] investigated the use of annotations over video streams
to support remote help-giving or instruction. Local workers
and remote helpers interact with each other by allowing helpers
to overlay pen-based gestures, or annotations, onto a video
stream of the worker’s task space. Minneman and Bly [37]
found that collaborative drawing tools help both two- and
three-member teams to collaborate effectively. Annotations
in games can open up opportunities for novices who would
not otherwise be able to play with friends that have a higher
expertise [30]. This means that annotations could act as a
form of player balancing [6, 10, 55] and offer opportunities
for designers to use them to narrow the gap in skills between
novice and expert players. Enabling collaborative play in
distributed multiplayer games through annotation tools enables
players to feel more competent in their game collaborations,
to perform better, and to experience less frustration because of
communication barriers.

LIMITATIONS
We did not collect data on the long-term effects or value of the
impact of annotations on team performance and collaborative
planning. We suggest that valuable future work in this space
could investigate the long-term value of annotations in virtual
training scenarios, such as disaster response training and seri-
ous games. Verbal communication in distributed multiplayer
games is used commonly, however, we did not look at the
impact of combining voice communication and annotations
on player performance and collaborative planning. To do this,
we would have to add one or two more conditions to the ex-
periment, which requires a higher number of participants and
was beyond the scope of this work. However, future work
could investigate the use of different types of annotations (e.g.,
annotating map with text or markers) and combining them
with text chat and verbal communication.

FUTURE WORK
This work helps us understand how collaborative planning in
games can be supported using different mechanics and inter-
faces. We see an opportunity to develop games and interfaces
that help players engage in COLLABORATIVE PLANNING for
serious games and game design in general. Future work should
address how annotations in collaborative training simulations
improve players planning and sensemaking skills in different
game environments such as virtual and mixed reality [8, 45].
For game design, a future direction could be to investigate
how different CCMs, including pings, maps, and annotations
affect player performance and how they support collaborative
planning in games. Future work will also look at applications
for annotations: disaster response, combat, e-sports training,
and team-training, in general.

CONCLUSION
Our study continues prior research that investigated the im-
pact of CCMs on player performance in collaborative games
[34, 49, 52, 59]. We focused on the effect of using annota-
tions on player performance, workload, and experience in
distributed multiplayer games and how they engage players
in collaborative planning. We found that annotation tools im-
proved actual and perceived performance, reduced frustation,
and enhanced communication. Moreover, the use of anno-
tations increased when these annotations are visible in the
gameworld and map when compared to only being visible on
the map. Furthermore, we identified five different use cases
for the annotations: real-time way-guiding, marking locations
and objects, handwriting messages, expressing emotions, and
spamming.

Based on these findings, we see an opportunity to design
games that focus on engaging players in collaborative planning
tasks. Using annotations in games opens up further research
on how different gestures and non-verbal communication can
be used to facilitate remote planning and collaborations. This
study helps us define potential advantages of annotation in-
terfaces and their implications for the design of collaborative
games. These annotation tools could have further benefits
beyond games; for example in virtual training scenarios such
as disaster response training.
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